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Remember the Good Old Days of VUCA?
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How VUCA was the pre-pandemic world of work (The
Before Times pre-March 2020)




We are obsessed with change and in particular the speed of
change - but typically things move much less and much more
slowly than we like to imagine
How would you have answered these questions in The Before
Times?
– 1. Average job tenure over 20 years 1997-2017? Up? Down?
Stayed same?
– Percentage of workforce in permanent employment over 20 years
2006-2016? Up? Down? Stayed same?
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Job tenure up/same

Permanent employment up/same
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The Creed of Speed (The Economist, 2015)




The idea that time is speeding up is clearly popular. It is also
plausible. There is just one problem. It is very hard to prove
that it is actually happening.
Hard evidence of a great acceleration is hard to come by. The
Economist has considered a variety of measures by which the
speed of business in America can be quantified. A few do
show some acceleration. But a lot do not.
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How different is the post-pandemic world of work?





Some things have changed (fewer things than we thought)
Some things have not changed (more things than we
thought)
Have you heard of The Great Resignation?
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What has happened to mental health over the
pandemic?




For some it got better and for some worse and for others
little change
Tends to reflect pre-existing structural and socioeconomic
conditions compare, for example, working from home:
– Living in a large house with garden with few caring responsibilities
and lots of (time for) domestic hobbies
– Living in a small multi-occupancy multi-generational household with
no outdoor space with demanding caring responsibilities
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Some examples of research on mental health and the
pandemic






Although the number of COVID-19 deaths increased from the first to the second
wave, no significant longitudinal changes in stress, anxiety and depression
levels were found, and traumatic stress symptoms even decreased. (Prati &
Mancini, 2021)
A clear and consistent body of evidence suggests that psychological distress
increased during the early months of the COVID-19 pandemic and that most
(but not all) facets returned to pre-pandemic levels by mid-2020. (Aknin et al,
2021)
Many pre-existing inequalities in psychological distress remain. The pandemic
has also introduced new profiles of risk, with younger individuals, females, and
those with children under the age of 5 years showing the largest increase in
psychological distress. (Aknin et al, 2021)
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What about changes in culture and the psychological
contract between employer and employee?


We don’t know much so some speculation
– More recognition that work could be even more flexible (but flexible
working and things like digital nomads already around)
– Raised questions about what we expect from employees and what counts
as useful (but Results Only Work Environment already around)
– For some employees a re-evaluation of what they really want to give and
to get back from work (was already happening to some extent)
– Lots of talk about ‘purpose’ or ‘meaning’ at work yet some employees
have learnt work can be more transactional – get stuff done and get paid
– Current tensions about working from home versus working in office and
clumsy attempts to “get people back into the office”
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How well do we understand the post-pandemic world
of work?


But how well did we understand the pre-pandemic world of work?
– Lots of incorrect assumptions about change in labour market
– General acceptance of VUCA though evidence not there much
– We’ve never been that good at predicting the future of work so why should we be now?







Pandemic a disturbance for sure but things may settle down to how they
were before more than we imagine (e.g., mental health, working in offices)
Don’t dismiss pre-existing structural forces and trends (e.g., The pandemic’s
most significant outcome will be a worsening of inequality – Scientific
American, March 2022)
We often see what we want to see - look at the evidence to check our biases
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